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About Tekflo
Tekflo’s mission is simple - to provide the very best 
in automatic hand dryers to private customers and 
trade customers, including wholesalers, architects, 
specifiers and contractors. Tekflo gives you the 
performance and reliability of bigger manufacturers, 
but at a fraction of their prices. That means you’ll be 
able to find the most cost-effective option for your 
school, shopping centre, office, factory, hotel…

We’ve been designing, manufacturing and selling 

innovative, automatic hand dryers since 2008. In 

that time, we’ve seen some significant advances in 
technology that have helped make our hand dryers 

quieter, quicker and cheaper to run. We’ve had lots of 

great feedback too. Customers have told us what they 

expect from their hand dryers, and we’ve taken all of 

that insight on board to develop a range that is 

reliable, effective and stylish.

All our hand dryers are made to exacting standards. 

For us, quality and a commitment to competitive 

pricing is a way of life. Nothing else is acceptable. 

This philosophy has inspired us to develop products 

that are leading the industry.
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Product Features

� Stylish, curvaceous appearance

� Durable Stainless Steel casing protects against    

 corrosion and vandalism

� Automatic 'no touch' operation makes this a hygienic   

 choice

� Low energy use with its 1.5kW rating to help reduce   

 your carbon footprint

• Auto cut-off prevents unnecessary energy wastage
� Drying time is around 20 seconds from wet-to-dry – a   

 commendable speed for a product in this price bracket

� Quiet – at just 72dB this is ideal for smaller washrooms   

 or low to medium traffic areas
� Lightweight (light enough to go on any wall), easy to   

 install and maintain

� Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Polished Chrome   

 and Arctic White

    

Technical Specifications

� Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel

• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Chrome, White
� Rated Voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated power: 1,500W

� Installation: wall mounted

� Drying Time: 20 Seconds

� Air Speed: 12 M/s

� Noise Output: 72dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘No Touch’

• Timing protection: 60 Seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
� Drip proof: IPX1

� Unit dimensions: 225mm W x 282mm H x 160mm D

� Net weight: 4.0 kg

� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

Our most compact dryer is also our most affordable.
You need a compact, cost-effective hand dryer that works well and looks good. Your patrons, clients or staff need a fast, 
effective dryer that’s clean and easy to use. The TEKFLO Essential Hand Dryer fits the bill. It’s got a sleek, compact design and a 
hardwearing, corrosion-proof Stainless Steel casing. Made for light to frequent duty use, it’s ideally suited to smaller washrooms 

and offices, restaurants, sports clubs and bars. But what’s it like to use? Quick and quiet. An operating volume of 72dB and a 
wet-to-dry speed of 20 seconds sets it apart from other hand dryers in this price range. 

HIGH SPEED
20 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOF

AUTOMATIC

The Tekflo Essential
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Product Features

� Classic good looks – this is a drier that will look good in   

 any environment

� Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives exceptional   

 protection against corrosion and vandalism

� Automatic 'no touch' operation makes this the hygienic   

 choice

� The powerful 2,300W motor, wide mouthed nozzle and   

 sturdy heating element provides a wide tunnel of fast   

 moving warm air to dry hands in just 12 seconds

• Auto cut-off prevents unnecessary energy wastage
� Powerful but quiet compared with other driers in its   

 class – just 70dB

� Rotating nozzle can be maneuvered 360º allowing users  

 to dry hands and face

� Easy to install and maintain

� Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Polished Chrome   

 and Arctic White

    

Technical Specifications

� Shell Material: 304 Stainless Steel

• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Chrome, White
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated power: 2,300W

� Installation: wall mounted

� Drying time: 12 Seconds

� Air speed: 30 M/s

� Noise output: 70dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
� Drip Proof: IPX1

� Unit dimensions: 267mm W x 235mm H x 210mm D

� Net weight: 5.0 kg

� Warranty: 2 years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

Classic looks meet modern performance.
What makes this such a popular hand dryer with our customers? Three things: robust (but stylish) design, reliability and 

consistently high performance. Looks matter. So this is a hardwearing hand dryer that’ll keep its looks, thanks to a 

spic-and-span Stainless Steel casing. Reliable? This is the industry workhorse. The one you can rely on month after month after 

month. High performance? This is one of the most powerful dryers in its price bracket. The TEKFLO Classic dries hands in 12 

seconds flat, and at just 72 dB still keeps things nice and quiet. It’s the perfect choice for high traffic washrooms, including 
restaurants, schools, nightclubs, bars, airports, service stations, hotels, offices, hospitals, gyms and shopping centres. 

HIGH SPEED
12 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOF

AUTOMATIC

The Tekflo Classic
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HIGH SPEED
10 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features

� Super-slimline compact dryer - just 100mm deep

� Looks great while saving space

� Switchable heating element means power can be   

 adjusted down to 400W - reducing running costs and   

 carbon footprint

� Powerful ‘blade’ motor dries hands in just 10 seconds  

� Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives excellent   

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic ‘no touch’ operation ensures impeccable  

 hygiene

� No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
�  Reduced noise levels of 72dB for quick and quiet drying

� Easy to install and maintain

• Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Reflex Silver   
 and Arctic White

Technical Specifications

� Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel

• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Silver, White
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated Power: Variable: 400W – 950W

 (Switchable Heating Element)

� Installation: wall mounted

� Drying time: 10 Seconds

� Air speed: 85 M/s

� Noise output: 72dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
� Air Filter: Yes

� Unit dimensions: 275mm W x 300mm H x 100mm D

� Net weight: 4.0 kg

� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

The space-saving slimline dryer with high-speed ‘Blade’ performance. 
Looking for a slimline dryer that saves space but doesn’t compromise on performance? Say “Hello” to the Tekflo Jet.

With an ultra-compact footprint, the chassis measures just 100mm deep. But don’t be fooled by its diminutive size - inside every 

Jet is a powerful ‘blade’ motor capable of pushing out clean sheets of air that will dry hands in just 10 seconds!  

And it’s not just space you can save, switch off the internal heater and you can save money on operating costs too, cutting the 
power consumption to 400W - making this one of our most eco-friendly dryers. 

The Tekflo Jet
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ULTRA HIGH SPEED
9 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
LED
INDICATOR 

EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features

� Its contemporary, sleek, ergonomic design makes this   

 an exceptionally stylish dryer

� Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives excellent   

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic 'no touch' operation ensures impeccable  

 hygiene

� Users enjoy an ultra-fast drying time of just nine   

 seconds!

� Maximum output comes at minimal power    

 consumption to help reduce carbon footprint

� No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
� Reduced noise levels make this one of the quietest and   

 most discrete dryers in any class

� High brightness blue LED light indicator clearly indicates  

 the drying zone ensuring ease and effectiveness of use
� Easy to install and maintain

� Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Polished Chrome   

 and Arctic White

    

Technical Specifications

� Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel

• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Chrome, White
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated Power: 1,600W

� Installation: wall mounted

� Drying time: 9 Seconds

� Air speed: 85 M/s

� Noise output: 75dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
� Drip Proof: IPX1

� Unit dimensions: 278mm W x 325mm H x 172mm D

� Net weight: 6.0 kg

� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

High speed drying with a sense of style.
When it comes to high-speed drying with real style, the TEKFLO Advanced makes a bold statement in any washroom, combining 

fast drying power with classy looks in a sleek, individual shell.

Like all TEKFLO models, the Advanced is highly-spec’d with automatic operation, a powerful motor and a robust all-metal case. 

With an eco-conscious 1,600W total power rating, the Advanced blasts air through a single nozzle and can dry hands in just 9 

seconds. Bringing a sense of style to any high-traffic washroom environments, the Advanced is the perfect dryer for nightclubs, 
bars, airports, gyms and shopping centres.

The Tekflo Advanced
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ULTRA HIGH SPEED
9 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features

� Compact ‘hands-under’ design

� Fast-drying, ultra-quiet blade-technology

• Built-in removable filter for improved hygiene
� Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives excellent   

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic ‘no touch’ operation ensures impeccable  

 hygiene

• Users enjoy an ultra-fast drying time of just 9 seconds!
� Eco-mode switching allows you to tailor power    

 consumption from 420W - 1,250W
�  No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
� Easy to install and maintain

� Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Polished Chrome   

 and Arctic White

Technical Specifications

• Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel
• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Chrome, White
• Rated voltage: AC 220-240V
• Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz
• Rated Power: Variable: 420W – 1,250W
 (Switchable Motor Speed and Heating Element)

� Installation: wall mounted

• Drying time: 9 Seconds
• Air speed: 90 M/s
• Noise output: 70dB
• Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’
• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
• Filter: Removable hygiene filter
• Unit dimensions: 282mm W x 240mm H x 174mm D
• Net weight: 5.0 kg
• Warranty: 2 Years
• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

Faster. Cleaner. Quieter. And more economical.

Here’s a dryer that really punches above its weight (and price!). The TEKFLO Eco brings together the latest hand dryer 
innovations in a truly compact dryer that’ll fit any washroom.

Housed in the traditional TEKFLO all-metal case, the Eco serves up a wealth of features from its space-saving shell, including fast 
powerful blade-style drying, eco-friendly switchable power modes (down to just 420W) and a built-in air-cleaning filter for the 
highest levels of hygiene. And of course it shares the TEKFLO family benefits of automatic operation and fast cut-off.
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ULTRA HIGH SPEED
9 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features

� Twin-blade dryer with V-style formation for fast, quiet   

 drying – under 9 seconds!

� Produces sheets of ‘clean’ air at over 100 meters per   

 second

� Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives excellent   

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic ‘no touch’ operation ensures impeccable  

 hygiene

� Eco-mode switches inside the casement allow you to   

 adjust power consumption to help reduce cost and   

 carbon footprint

� No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
�  Reduced noise levels make this one of the quietest and  

 most discrete dryers in any class

• Built-in removable filter for hygienic operation    
 with filtered air
� Easy to install and maintain

• Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Reflex Silver   
 and Arctic White

Technical Specifications

� Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel

• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Silver, White
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated Power: Variable: 620W – 2,000W

 (Switchable Motor Speed and Heating Element)

� Installation: wall mounted

� Drying time: 9 Seconds

� Air speed: 100 M/s

� Noise output: 70dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
• Filter: Removable hygiene filter
� Unit dimensions: 310mm W x 325mm H x 188mm D

� Net weight: 6.0 kg

� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

Our most powerful ‘hands-under’ dryer. With V-style ‘Blade’ technology. 
Welcome to The Edge. This high-powered marvel is a fast, clean, quiet ‘hands-under’ dryer equipped with the latest V-style twin 

Blade technology.

Housed in the traditional TEKFLO robust all-metal case, the Edge delivers high-speed drying, eco-friendly switchable power 

modes (down to just 620W) and a built-in air-cleaning filter for the highest levels of hygiene. And of course it shares the TEKFLO 
family benefits of automatic operation and fast cut-off for the most efficient use of energy.

The Tekflo Edge
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ULTRA HIGH SPEED
9 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
LED
INDICATOR 

EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features

� Users can enjoy an ultra-fast drying time of just nine   

 seconds!

� Its contemporary, sleek, ergonomic design makes this   

 an exceptionally stylish dryer

� Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives excellent   

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic 'no touch' operation ensures impeccable  

 hygiene

� Eco-mode switches inside the casement allow you to   

 adjust power consumption to help reduce cost and   

 carbon footprint

� No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
� Reduced noise levels make this one of the quietest and   

 most discrete dryers in any class  

� Stylish LED indicator clearly shows when dryer is in use

• Built-in removable HEPA filter for hygienic operation   
 with filtered air
� Easy to install and maintain

� Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Chrome and White

Technical Specifications

� Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel

• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Chrome, White
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated Power: 700W (300W motor, 400W heater)

� Installation: wall mounted

� Drying time: 9 Seconds

� Air speed: 100 M/s

� Noise output: 70dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
� Drip Proof: IPX4

• Filter: HEPA filter
� Unit dimensions: 230mm W x 346mm H x 100mm D

� Net weight: 4.5 kg

� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

Slimline high speed drying with futuristic looks.

High-speed drying, eco-friendly operation, slimline body and a unique sense of style. The TEKFLO Ultra has it all, fitting in 
perfectly in any washroom. 

Like all TEKFLO models, the Ultra is highly-spec’d with automatic operation, a powerful brushless motor and a robust all-metal 

100mm deep case. With an eco-conscious 700W total power rating (300W if set to cold mode), the Ultra can dry hands in just 9 

seconds. 

Bringing a sense of style to any high-traffic washroom environment, the Ultra is the perfect dryer for nightclubs, bars, airports, 
gyms and shopping centres.

The Tekflo Ultra
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 automatic cut-off

• Built-in removable HEPA filter for hygienic operation   
 with filtered air

Technical Specifications

• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Chrome, White

• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C

• Filter: HEPA filter

• Certification: CE, RoHs

High-speed drying, eco-friendly operation, slimline body and a unique sense of style. The TEKFLO Ultra has it all, fitting in 

Bringing a sense of style to any high-traffic washroom environment, the Ultra is the perfect dryer for nightclubs, bars, airports, 

ULTRA HIGH SPEED
15 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
LED
INDICATOR 

EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features

� Its contemporary, sleek, ergonomic design makes this   

 an exceptionally stylish dryer

� Heavy duty Solid Brass casing gives excellent    

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic 'no touch' operation ensures impeccable  

 hygiene

� Over basin drying helps reduce clean up, spills and   

 spillage on floors 
� Maximum output comes at minimal power    

 consumption at only 500W to help reduce carbon   

 footprint

• Built in removable HEPA filter for hygienic operation   
 with filtered air
� No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
� Reduced noise levels make this one of the quietest and   

 most discrete dryers in any class

� Stylish LED indicator clearly indicates dryer is in use

� Easy to install and maintain

• Available in Chrome finish    

Technical Specifications

� Body material: Hpb59-1 Solid Brass

• Standard finishes: Chrome
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated Power: 500W

� Installation: basin mounted

� Drying time: 15 Seconds

� Air speed: 90 M/s

� Noise output: 75dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 30 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
� Drip Proof: IP24

• Filter: HEPA filter
� Unit dimensions: 50mm W x 170mm H x 223mm D

� Net weight: 4.4 kg

� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

Space saving drying with a sense of style.
When it comes to high-speed drying with real style, the TEKFLO Fusion makes a bold statement in any washroom, combining 

fast drying power with classy looks in a sleek, basin mounted individual shell.

Like all TEKFLO models, the Fusion is highly-spec’d with automatic operation, a powerful motor and a robust all-metal case. With 

an eco-conscious 500W total power rating, the Fusion blasts air through a single nozzle and can dry hands in 15 seconds. 

Perfect for washroom environments with minimal wall space, attaching directly to the basin or counter top. The Fusion is the 

perfect dryer for hotels, airports, hospitality environments or any locations that need an integrated, great looking dryer.

The Tekflo Fusion
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Product Features

� The contemporary, ergonomic style gives the Blade its   

 streamlined look

• A heavy-duty Stainless Steel casing offers excellent   
 protection from corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic ‘no touch’ operation makes this a   

 hygienic system

• Air is exerted from its double injection air-flow system,   
 which results in a drying time of just eight seconds
• Auto cut-off eliminates energy wastage
• Minimal power consumption, maximum output – the   
 Blade reduces your carbon footprint
� Reduced noise levels make this a discrete dryer

• High brightness blue LED light indicator clearly indicates  
 the drying zone ensuring ease and effectiveness of use
• Easy to install and with a removable drip trap and air   
 filter, it is effortless to maintain
• Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Reflex Silver and   
 Arctic White

Technical Specifications
� Shell material/s: ABS Plastic and 304 Stainless Steel

• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Silver, White
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

• Rated power: Variable: 800W - 1,650W
 (Switchable Heating Element)
• Installation: wall mounted
• Drying time: 8 seconds
� Air speed: 95 M/s

• Noise output: 68dB
� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
� Waterproof rating: IPX4

• Unit dimensions: 300mm W x 730mm H x 230mm D
• Net weight: 12.0 kg
� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

The UK’s most affordable ‘hands-in’ Blade hand dryer. 
The basic hand dryer hasn’t changed all that much over the years. But the Twin Blade system is a trailblazer. Fast and quiet, 
efficient and economical, it’s a great choice for high throughout washrooms, giving patrons a hygienically clean way to dry their 
hands in just eight seconds. TEKFLO’s Blade Hand Dryer scores highly for its looks too. It’s sleeker and more stylish than the 
common-or-garden hand dryer. And there’s another useful improvement... The Blade collects excess water within the unit. That 
means no wet floors, no slipping hazards, and no need for regular maintenance trips to dry bathroom floors. The Blade is a 
great choice for high traffic public washrooms, including restaurants, schools, nightclubs, bars, airports, service stations, hotels, 
large offices, hospitals, gyms, cinema and shopping centres. 

ULTRA HIGH SPEED
8 SEC DRYING

ECO-FRIENDLY QUIET
LED
INDICATOR 

EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

The Tekflo Blade
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EASY TO 
INSTALL

QUIETECO-FRIENDLY
ULTRA HIGH SPEED
9 SEC DRYING

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features

� Recessed design make this a streamlined and    

 unobtrussive dryer ideal for where space is at a   

 premium

� 18cm deep alcove that captures and evaporates water   

 thanks to a hygienic absorbent  ceramic surface

� Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives excellent   

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� Users enjoy an ultra-fast drying time of just ten   

 seconds!

� Maximum output comes at minimal power    

 consumption at just 1,100W to help reduce carbon   

 footprint

� No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
� Reduced noise levels make this one of the quietest and   

 most discrete dryers in any class

• Built in removable HEPA filter for hygienic operation
 with filtered air
� Easy to install and maintain

• Available in Brushed Metal finish

Technical Specifications

� Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel

• Standard finish: Brushed Metal
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated Power: 1,100W

� Installation: recessed wall mounted

� Drying time: 9 Seconds

� Air speed: 90 M/s

� Noise output: 75dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
� Drip proof: IPX3

• Filter: HEPA filter
� Unit dimensions: 280mm W x 535mm H x 180mm D  

 (62 mm from the surface)

� Net weight: 12.5 kg

� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

High performance semi-recessed hand dryer.

Taking a minimum of space and delivering a stylish edge to any washroom, the TEKFLO Breeze hand dryer offers a high-class 
alternative to wall mounted dryers.

Easily installed into a wall recess, the Breeze features a sleek low-profile appearance combined with high speed drying 
performance and a “hands-in” design which prevents excess water spillage onto the washroom floor.

Fast and quiet, the Breeze dries hands in just 9 seconds, with a very respectable noise rating of just 75dB. The Breeze is ideal for 

high traffic applications, from busy restaurants and large bars, through to airports and sports stadiums.
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